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Abstract
This paper presents a novel approach to reengineer legacy web applications into Linked Data applications, based on the

knowledge of the architecture and source code of the applications. Existing application architectures can be provided with linked
data extensions that work either at the model, view, and controller layer. Whereas black-box scraping and wrapping techniques are
commonly used to add semantics to existing web applications without changing their source code, this paper presents a reverse
engineering approach, which enables the controlled disclosure of the internal functions and data model as Linked Data. The
approach has been implemented for different web development frameworks. The reengineering tool is compared with existing
linked data engineering solutions in terms of software reliability, maintainability and complexity.
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1. Introduction

The Web of data is largely concerned with procuring
web applications that publicly display their informa-
tion by means of metadata and explicit semantics, such
that entities from heterogeneous web information sys-
tems can be interlinked [17]. Best practices of Linked
Open Data (LOD) software engineering set out how
data from web sources must be published and con-
nected [18]. There is a challenge for legacy web appli-
cations that do not expose their data using the common
formats and protocols of the Web of data, in order that
their resources can be easily discovered and linked.

The Linked Data (LD) principles provide a guide to
reengineer legacy web apps, thus preparing these for
the Web of data. According to these principles, pro-
viding an existing web application with LOD capa-
bilities encompasses a number of steps, including: to
define a public LD metadata schema; to compile and
link the application data instances; and to provide an
Application Programming Interface (API) that enable
third parties to browse the application resources based
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on the public metadata and semantics [15]. Such steps
are usually engineered as external software compo-
nents (e.g. web scrappers, data wrappers and diverse
middleware) as an extension to the legacy application
architecture. Lots of LD techniques, as well as soft-
ware tools and frameworks supporting the creation and
linking of RDF metadata from existing data sources,
web sites and applications have been provided. Such
techniques range from mapping relational data sources
[34] to interlinking datasets [37] to exposing linked
data APIs [14], among others.

Without a methodology and tool support, the migra-
tion from existing web sources and applications to LD-
enabled ones can be a costly process, having a not in-
significant risk [36]. There is a need to provide strate-
gies to reengineer such legacy systems while preserv-
ing diverse software quality features, particularly con-
cerning with non-functional aspects (e.g. security, pri-
vacy, reliability, maintainability, complexity, etc.) of
the reengineered system. This paper presents a novel
approach to reengineer legacy web applications into
LD applications with this aim. Whereas typical scrap-
ing and wrapping techniques are commonly used to
add semantics to existing web apps without changing
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their source code, a more intrusive approach that also
exposes the apps’ internal structure and data model
as LD is presented here. Reverse engineering requires
knowledge of the application source code. As opposed
to the black-box approach of adding LD or converting
an applications’ output to LD without modifying the
internals of the app, the white-box reengineering ap-
proach modifies the application itself by generating the
software components that are required to implement
the LD extensions. Such extensions can operate either
at the data or the API level of the web application.

The research methodology followed for this aim is
based on the design and creation strategy, as defined
by Oates [25]. This strategy is suitable for research in
Computing when the result is a tangible product. The
design research process involves five steps, namely:
awareness, suggestion, development, evaluation and
conclusion [35]. In Section 2, the existing LD reengi-
neering approaches are classified, articulated and an-
alyzed as part of the awareness step. Then we con-
clude with the suggestion of the new approach, based
on the discernible software architecture of most web
applications. In Section 3, the new approach to develop
LOD extensions is explained. The implementation and
its evaluation is explained in Section 4, followed by a
consolidated discussion of the findings and limitations
of the research in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents
some conclusions and future lines of work.

2. Reengineering Linked Data Application
Architectures

The architecture of LD applications are discussed by
Heath and Bizer [16] as a means to structure the com-
ponents that the LD software system comprises. The
most widespread Linked Data Application Architec-
ture (LDAA) is the crawling pattern, which is suitable
for implementing LD applications over a growing set
of resources that are crawled and discovered. Alter-
native patterns have a very low query execution (e.g.
browser-based dereferencing pattern) or they are used
only when the number of data sources is small (e.g. the
query federation pattern). On the top layer, the crawl-
ing pattern is made up of a data access, integration and
storage layer, made up of a set of pipelined modules
(i.e. web access, vocabulary mapping, identity resolu-
tion and quality evaluation), over which an RDF API
or SPARQL endpoint is provided. An extension to this
architecture has been implemented based on a LD API
layer on top of the data access and integration layer,

which mediates between consumer applications and an
integrated database [14]. Figure 1 depicts the original
LDAA with the modifications added by Groth et al
[14].

Figure 1. Extension to the original linked data application architec-
ture by Heath and Bizer [16], with the additional functions to the
data, integration and storage layer concerning API definition and
mediation [14].

Eventually, pipelining all the functional modules of
the data access and integration layer leads to the inte-
grated database, which feeds the SPARQL endpoint or
API mediator module. In the bottom, the publication
layer usually implements wrapper modules that, ei-
ther by scraping [28] or enriching [21] web resources,
add the required semantics to existing resources and
datasets. Setting up a middleware module is a com-
mon strategy to reengineer existing sources, which can
range from HTML pages to structured data to web
APIs [26]. Other scraping approaches harvest semi-
structured HTML content and automatically convert it
into structured LD instances [23]. Scraping and data
wrapping techniques either convert data to LD or pro-
vide an API to access data [18]. The function of all
such implementations can be provided either at the
model, view, or controller level of an MVC architec-
ture, as explained next.

– Apache Stanbol, KIM and SDArch [21] are exam-
ples of semantic enriching procedures that oper-
ate at the view level. OWL-S [29] and SA-REST
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[33] can be used to describe web service proper-
ties at this level.

– The D2Rq server [4], Triplify [3] and Virtuoso
RDF Views [9] are useful approaches to build
wrappers at the data binding level. ActiveRDF
can be used to align an application ORM with a
given RDF schema [27].

– Middleware implementations, such as Virtuoso
sponger [10] and Pubby, work at the controller
level. Hydra [22] is a middleware implementation
that also provides clients with JSON-LD descrip-
tions of a new vocabulary, able to express com-
mon concepts of Web APIs. Other solutions, such
as the Datalift platform [32] rely upon existing
tools such as Silk [19] to provide interlinked RDF
datasets.

In order to articulate the research issue, some of the
linked data tools and frameworks enumerated above
have been used by the authors to implement diverse
LD information systems for a number of disciplines,
such as information science [20] and software pro-
cess management [31]. As a consequence of such de-
velopment efforts, some practical engineering consid-
erations for developing LD-enabled applications have
emerged. These methodological aspects are summa-
rized as the reengineering strategies described below.
This study will be used thereafter to analyze the most
relevant works related with LDAA reengineering, with
a special focus on the Model-View-Controller (MVC)
architecture [11].

2.1. Reengineering strategies

The LD reengineering strategies can be classified ac-
cording to a number of features of the application,
namely the availability of source code, the supply of
a built-in information exposure facility (i.e. an exter-
nal API), and the disclosure of database contents. The
reengineering effort can range from a seamless integra-
tion of apps that already provide an LD API, to more
costly adaptations for others that might not use any
machine-friendly data format or standard protocol.

– LOD scraping [21,28]: This strategy applies if the
web app source code and its internal data storage
are not available at all, probably because the ap-
plication was not initially designed to be reused
by third parties. Information retrieval and web
scraping techniques are the only alternatives to
enrich their resources.

– Data LOD wrapping [3,4,9,32]: sometimes the
web app source code is not available, but the ap-
plication data is stored and available in a standard
database format. Then, adapters or data wrappers
can transform LOD requests into queries to the
application data storage. Depending on the kind
of storage, queries can be issued to database sys-
tems, structured files or any other data storage
used by the application.

– API LOD wrapping [1,2,8]: sometimes the web
app already provides an external API to reuse its
data. A proxy, wrapper or middleware is imple-
mented, so that LOD requests are formatted for
the API and issued forth and back. The wrapper
or middleware can add some data transformations
and adaptations to the original API operations.

– API LOD extension: if the web app does not pro-
vide an external API, but its source code is avail-
able, a software add-on can be implemented to
provide a LOD API. In this case, data and busi-
ness models can be discovered from source code
analysis of the MVC implementation. On one
hand, if applied at the model layer, the extension
strategy should generate a LOD schema from the
internal data model implementation. The schema
and data instances can thus be revealed through
an external API.1. On the other hand, if applied
at the controller level, the API extension strat-
egy can use the existing implementation in or-
der to avoid code duplication. Extending the API
does not consist only in wrapping the existing
controller implementation (i.e. the internal API)
to make it public as a functionally equivalent ex-
ternal API. The requirements of the external API
may not coincide with the internal one2. With the
API extension strategy, extended functions can be
implemented as an enriched API, likely with dif-
ferent non-functional features3.

1The local namespace for the schema generated in this way ini-
tially reflects the app internal data model. Yet it can be aligned with
standard LOD vocabularies through user-defined configurations, just
like data LOD wrapping do, before making it public in the API.

2For instance, a legacy application internal API may implement a
finder method that returns all objects of a given type. The external
API, however, may require to define an additional finderBy method
that returns only the objects that fulfill a given filtering condition.

3For example, different access privileges can be granted for the
finder and finderBy methods of the external API
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2.2. Reengineering MVC applications

The MVC architectural pattern is the most frequent
for server-side web applications [6]. This section deals
with how the LOD extension strategies can make a
contribution to reengineer LOD-enabled versions of
MVC-based legacy applications.

Figure 2 summarizes four reengineering strategies
when applied to the MVC architecture. The figure por-
trays the practicable points of reengineering in the
components of an MVC-based application. Leaving
aside web scrapping, the rest of strategies can be ap-
plied at the three layers of MVC architecture, as ex-
plained next.

1. At the web view layer, metadata snippets (e.g.
RDFa or microdata) can be added to the HTML
content generated by the view components. Such
snippets can be obtained by scraping web con-
tents of the rendered views. Web view enrich-
ment can be also applied for web services to de-
scribe web service properties at the view level
[29,33].

2. At the data model layer, linked data can be
generated from the underlying database bind-
ing by mapping all the data instances and the
data schema. There are many approaches to build
wrappers at this level. A slightly different strat-
egy of data wrapping is to inspect the configu-
ration of the Object-Relational Mapping (ORM)
components, which are usually based on the Ac-
tiveRecord or the Data-Access-Object patterns
[11].

3. At the controller layer, linked data can be pro-
vided as long as the controller operations can be
adapted or extended to deliver equivalent LOD
operations. These are normally designed with
a ReST philosophy in mind [2]. Extending the
ReST controller operations implies building a
new API wrapper, which can be implemented ei-
ther as a plug-in within the bounds of the web
app, or as a separate middleware. Middleware
implementations are thus aware of the web API
instead of the inner app details. Regular appli-
cations are not often prepared with an architec-
ture based on plug-ins or add-ons. The Hydra
web API [22] allows to explicitly program API
extensions and expose a precise LOD informa-
tion model that can be exploited by an external
browser.

3. The EasyData LOD extension strategy

The LOD extension approach is based on reverse engi-
neering the source code of a web app in order to auto-
mate the LOD metadata provision and prepare it with a
machine-friendly access API. EasyData is the name of
a new approach to LOD extension in order to reengi-
neer legacy MVC-based web apps. The reengineering
cycle consists of a number of steps to implement di-
verse functions, which are mapped to the modules of a
regular LDAA [14] as explained next:

1. Revealing the underlying application data model:
An RDF model equivalent to the application
ORM schema is generated and published as
metadata. In addition, when the application re-
ceives a request, RDFa and microdata annota-
tions are generated and embedded into HTML
views. To facilitate external linking with stan-
dard vocabularies, a set of mapping options can
be configured. In this stage, the functionalities of
the web access module and vocabulary mapping
module of the LDAA are developed.

2. Linking the application data instances: The linked
datasets retrieved from the internal data storage
of the application can be explored and linked.
Internal data items can be readily linked. Af-
terward, an external interlinking module can be
used to link external resources [37]. A study on
how interlinking tools can help data publishers to
connect their resources to the Web of data can be
found elsewhere [30]. In combination with an in-
terlinking tool, this phase develops the function-
alities of the identity resolution module of the
LDAA.

3. Publishing the service API: A service-oriented
controller API that follows the Create-Read-
Update-Delete (CRUD) pattern to consume the
LD resources is generated in this phase. Hence
extended service descriptions can be produced,
based on OWL-S, SA-REST, Hydra or any
equivalent scheme used to specify web service
semantics. Yet the legacy application might have
controller operation implementations that are
useful for the service API. If it is allowed and se-
cure to make such implementations public, they
can be revealed in this phase, which thus imple-
ments the application layer of the LDAA.

4. Controlling the non-functional quality aspects.
The non-functional requirements of the applica-
tion that are part of the quality evaluation module
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Figure 2. Applicable reengineering points in the MVC architecture to adapt a legacy web app

of the LDAA can be considered in this phase. For
instance, security and access control to the in-
formation resources is a recurrent non-functional
aspect for any software system. Since access con-
trol to the generated LOD resources should not
be granted for everyone, authorization permis-
sions can be defined for data items, data types
and service operations in this step. Other non-
functional aspects, such as data privacy, can be
also considered here. For the sake of simplicity,
therewith the security access control issues will
be used to illustrate such aspects.

Web applications can be reengineered at the three
layers of the MVC architecture, namely the data bind-
ing model, the web view and the business logic con-
troller. The EasyData procedure is practicable as long
as the application source code is available. This is
granted in open source software but, in general, it re-
quires an agreement with the software license owner.
Actually, some type of permission might be required
also for scrapping web contents, but this is out of scope
of the LOD extension strategy.

4. Evaluating the LOD extension approach

Two different prototypes have been developed as eval-
uation case studies of the LOD extension strategy.

Each prototype serves the EasyData procedure to be
applied to different web development languages and
MVC-based open source frameworks, such as Ruby-
on-Rails and Django, which underpin the architecture
of a considerable number of MVC-based web apps.

– The first implementation is called EasyData/Rails4,
which is a Ruby component or gem that, when
installed in a ruby-on-rails app, reengineers the
source code to create a LOD extension that wraps
view, data and controller logic.

– The second implementation is called EasyData/D-
jango5, which is a Python add-on that generates
similar LOD extensions for Django-based appli-
cations.

How the revealing, linking, publishing and control-
ling steps are performed with EasyData is explained
next. The Redmine project management tool is used
as an example of legacy web application to test the
EasyData approach, which is made up of the following
steps:

Step 1 – Revealing the application data model. The
first step is to generate and publish an RDF model
equivalent to the application data model. A simpli-
fied data model of Redmine is formed by the Project,

4https://github.com/dodero/EasyData_Rails
5https://github.com/dodero/EasyData_Django

http://www.redmine.org/
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Issue, User and TimeEntry classes, as illustrated in
the Rails ORM implementation of Figure 3. EasyData
can render the RDF model from the web app source
code, as shown in Figure 3. The configuration op-
tion set_rdf_model_name defines the alignment of ap-
plication data model elements with the concepts and
properties of a standard RDF schema. In this example,
the Redmine Project objects are mapped to DOAP
projects, the Redmine User objects are mapped to
FOAF persons, and the Redmine TimeEntry objects
are mapped to OWL-Time durations. Redmine Issue

objects are not mapped to elements from an external
vocabulary, since no standard model has been found
that defines appropriately what a tracking issue is.

Namespace.register(
:doap, "http://usefulinc.com/ns/doap#")

Namespace.register(
:foaf, "http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec")

Namespace.register(
:time, "http://www.w3.org/TR/owl−time")

class Project < ActiveRecord::Base
has_many :issues
set_rdf_model_name "doap:Project"

end
class Issue < ActiveRecord::Base
@status = IssueStatus::OPEN
belongs_to :project

end
class TimeEntry < ActiveRecord::Base
@spent = 0
set_rdf_model_name "time:DurationDescription"

end
class ProjectTimeEntry < TimeEntry; end
class IssueTimeEntry < TimeEntry; end
class User < ActiveRecord::Base
has_many :projects,

:through => :projectTimeEntries
has_many :issues,

:through => :issueTimeEntries
set_rdf_model_name "foaf:Person"

end

Figure 3. Revealing the application data model with EasyData/Rails

After revealing and mapping the data model, a
customized set of template tags provided by Easy-
Data can be embedded on the HTML web con-
tents to generate RDFa or microdata snippets that
enrich the web view. First, the data model must
be loaded using the load easydata_rdfa or load

easydata_microdata template tags. Then, a number
of instance tags with the rdfa_ prefix can be used
to generate RDFa snippets of a given data instance.
For example, rdfa_div instance and rdfa_div_span

instance template tags generate RDFa-enriched HTML
div and span elements; rdfa_ul and rdfa_li tem-
plate tags generate RDFa-enriched HTML unordered

lists. Likewise, template tags with microdata_ prefix
generate microdata-enriched versions of the same el-
ements. Two sets of template tags are available, one
with the rdfa_ prefix and another equivalent with the
microdata_ prefix. Additional template sets can be
easily implemented to generate JSON-LD or other for-
mats without changing the basics of the approach.

EasyData template tags render by default all the vis-
ible properties of the data element that were previously
revealed and mapped. If an HTML page needs to be
enriched with the value of a particular property, the
_field suffix followed by the property name can be
appended to the instance template tag.

Step 2 – Linking application data instances. The
datasets retrieved from the web application database
can be configured to be directly linked as they are
rendered in the HTML view. For example, EasyData
can generate an HTML anchor code with an RDF in-
stance URI by means of the easydata_include_link

instance tag.
External linking targets can be added to the engi-

neered application by means of such template tags. In-
stead of linking to the inner application model enti-
ties revealed in the previous step, the application view
can be provided with links to other entities discovered
by an external interlinking tool. For example, Table 1
shows the output of an interlinking process configured
to match the Redmine data revealed by EasyData with
a DBPedia dataset. EasyData template tags can be used
to include links to these DBPedia entities in the appli-
cation view.

Table 1

Output of an interlinking tool that matches a web app data model
with dbpedia-en. Namespaces have been omitted for clarity

Resource ID title DBPedia label

resource#project Project resource/Project

resource#issue Issue resource/Issue_tracking_system

resource#user User resource/User_(computing)

Step 3 – Publishing the service API. The LOD exten-
sion can generate semantic descriptions of operations
for a ReST-based service API. Figure 4 shows the en-
riched SA-REST description of the getTimeSpentOn-
Issue service operation, which returns a list of Red-
mine TimeEntry objects for each time slot that a User

dedicated to a task or Issue. The TimeEntry, User and
Issue elements are defined in an OWL model deliv-
ered as part of the earlier revealing and mapping stage.
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<p about="http://my.example.org/redmine/getTimeSpentOnProject/">
The logical input of this service is an
<span property="sarest:input">

http://my.example.org/ontologies/Redmine.owl#User
</span>
object and an
<span property="sarest:input">

http://my.example.org/ontologies/Redmine.owl#Project
</span>
object. The logical output of this service is a list of
<span property="sarest:output">

http://my.example.org/ontologies/Redmine.owl#TimeEntry
</span>
objects. This service should be invoked using an
<span property="sarest:action"> HTTP GET </span>
...
<meta property="sarest:operation"
content="http://my.example.org/ontologies/Redmine.owl#timeSpentOnProject"/>

</p>

<p about="http://my.example.org/redmine/getTimeSpentOnIssue/">
The logical input of this service is an
<span property="sarest:input">

http://my.example.org/ontologies/Redmine.owl#User
</span>
object and an
<span property="sarest:input">

http://my.example.org/ontologies/Redmine.owl#Issue
</span>
object. The logical output of this service is a list of
<span property="sarest:output">

http://my.example.org/ontologies/Redmine.owl#TimeEntry
</span>
objects. This service should be invoked using an
<span property="sarest:action"> HTTP GET </span>
...
<meta property="sarest:operation"
content="http://my.example.org/ontologies/Redmine.owl#timeSpentOnIssue"/>

</p>

Figure 4. Publishing the service API. Namespaces are not included for clarity

Likewise the SA-REST description, other web service
metadata based on OWL-S or Hydra Web API can be
generated.

Step 4 – Controlling security access. Access con-
trol grant can be configured for data items, data
types and service operations generated the previous
steps. Figure 5 is an example of how the MVC con-
trollers of EasyData are configured with the Rails
has_permission_on and filter_access_to primi-
tives. It permits access to Project and Issue resources
as well as the getIssues and getAssignedIssues op-
erations in a Redmine installation. The example de-
fines access permissions for specific user roles (e.g. ad-
min, analyst, etc.) and specific operations (e.g. create,
read, update, delete). This configuration of the non-
functional security features is part of the Rails imple-
mentation and does not need to be repeated elsewhere
in external LOD wrappers, thus reducing dispensable
code smells.

4.1. Comparison with other LDAA reengineering
approaches

Reengineering an LDAA from an existing web app re-
quires using an LD framework or toolset like the ones
discussed above. In this section we have compared
well-known LD frameworks and tools with EasyData
on a number of software metrics provided by the
SonarQube6 code analysis platform. The tools have
been selected as long as they fulfill a number of con-
ditions, namely: the open source code is available, the
implementation language can be analyzed in Sonar-
Qube, and they have component modules that imple-
ment either data or API wrapping.

The software metrics used to assess the different so-
lutions enable to compare software reliability and se-
curity, maintainability, and size and complexity fea-
tures for each framework. Except for the size metrics,

6https://www.sonarqube.org/

https://www.sonarqube.org/
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# controllers
class ProjectController < ApplicationController

filter_access_to :all
filter_access_to :getIssues,

:require => :read
def getIssues ... ; end

end
class UserController < ApplicationController

filter_access_to :all
filter_access_to :getAssignedIssues,

:require => :read
def getAssignedIssues ... ; end

end

# authorization_rules.rb
authorization do

role :admin do
has_permission_on :projects,
:to => [:create, :read, :update, :delete]

has_permission_on :issues,
:to => [:create, :read, :update, :delete]

...
end
role :analyst do

has_permission_on :projects,
:to => [:read, :getIssues]

has_permission_on :issues,
:to => [:read, :getAssignedIssues]

end
end

Figure 5. Controlling security access with EasyData configurations
in ruby

the reliability, maintainability and complexity metrics
provided by SonarQube are language-independent, so
the tools can be compared despite their implementa-
tion language:

– Bugs: the number of bugs as a measure of soft-
ware reliability.

– Vulner: the number of known vulnerabilities
found as a measure of software security.

– Code smells: the number of code smells, i.e. a
symptom in the source code that possibly indi-
cates a deeper problem.

– Technical Debt (TD): effort to fix all maintainabil-
ity issues, measured as hours of required work to
remediate the issues, or the ratio between the cost
to develop the software and the cost to fix it. The
ratio is computed as the remediation cost divided
by the development cost. The development cost
is estimated as 0.06 days (i.e. nearly 30 minutes)
per line of code, by following the Mythical Man
Month principles [5].

– Code duplication: amount of code blocks and
code lines involved in duplication. The ratio is a
measurement of the density of duplication, i.e. the
number of duplicated lines divided by the overall
number of lines.

– LOC: Lines of Code as a simple measure of the
program size.

– statements: number of statements in the tar-
get language; SonarQube unifies this metric and
makes it independent of the parsed language.

– code duplication density: density of duplicated
lines, i.e. number of duplicated lines / LOC.

– Complexity: The Cyclomatic Complexity (CC)
[24] is calculated based on the number of control
flow paths through the code. SonarQube varies
slightly the calculation, depending on the imple-
mentation language.

– CC Density (CCD): CCD is measured as the av-
erage CC per statement in the source code; it pro-
vides a program size-independent measurement
of complexity, which is demonstrated to be a use-
ful predictor of software maintenance productiv-
ity [13].

These metrics are not completely independent from
each other. For example, some size and complexity
metrics are a clear indicator of software maintainabil-
ity [13]; code duplication is also a kind of code smell
known as dispensable (i.e. a portion of unneeded code
whose absence would make the code cleaner, more ef-
ficient and/or easier to understand), which is also re-
lated with the technical debt. The reason to disclose
such metrics separately is to check the reliability and
maintainability of the different software solutions due
to different causes that might be subject of improve-
ment.

Particularly, the more complex software frameworks
implement more functions than smaller tools. Conse-
quently, the complete source code must not be ana-
lyzed for every framework. The source code analysis
of each tool or framework only concerns the software
modules that are concerned with the wrapping and LD
conversion functions. Some tools are small and only
perform such functions, but the source code of bigger
frameworks had been inspected in detail to filter out
modules that implement non-comparable things. The
excluded modules were mainly the ones implementing
the functions of the data access, integration and storage
layer of the LDAA (e.g. Sesame SPARQL implemen-
tations and Silk interlinking library use, among oth-
ers) as well as tool-specific functions unrelated with
the rest of tools (e.g. Stanbol’s semantic enrichment of
contents). The list of modules that have been included
in the analysis of each tool can be examined in the ap-
pendix A.
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Table 2

Maintainability and code duplication of EasyData compared to other
LD reengineering approaches

Tool Lang
Maintainability & Code Duplication

TD Code duplication

#code smells hours ratio #lines #blocks density

D2Rq java 805 84.5 1.25% 555 31 3.93%

Stanbol java 0 44.9 1.99% 229 16 4.87%

HydraBundle PHP 107 15,2 1.35% 369 4 15.68%

Triplify PHP 166 18.5 2.85% 0 0 0

Datalift java 1028 112.3 1.46% 2382 53 14.85%

EasyData python 21 9.1 0.50% 687 79 18.21%

Table 3
Size and complexity of EasyData compared to other LD reengineering approaches

Tool Lang
Size & Complexity

Size Complexity

LOC #statements #functions CC CCD

D2Rq java 14108 6473 1516 3239 0.50

Stanbol java 4701 1887 352 724 0.38

HydraBundle PHP 2354 1098 187 476 0.43

Triplify PHP 1352 818 79 398 0.49

Datalift java 16037 7009 1349 3043 0.43

EasyData python 3773 2195 133 478 0.22

Table 4
Reliability and security of EasyData compared to other LD reengineering approaches

Tool Lang
Reliability & Security

Remediation (h) Remediation

#bugs #vulner bugs vulner effort (h)

D2Rq java 19 205 17 240 445

Stanbol java 28 415 22 260 675

HydraBundle PHP 14 280 0 0 280

Triplify PHP 5 100 1 30 130

Datalift java 51 430 96 1175 1605

EasyData python 39 335 0 0 335

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the EasyData imple-
mentation considerably reduces CC and TD values.
Since such measurements are dependent on the pro-
gram size, it is more accurate to observe the TD ra-
tio and CC density to compare different solutions. In
this vein, the TD ratio and CCD are lower for Easy-
Data than for other solutions. The reduced TD has an
influence in the maintainability of the solution.

On the other hand, all solutions present a smaller
code duplication density than EasyData (see code du-
plication metrics in Table 2. Some of them (i.e. Hydra
and Triplify) also present a better reliability and secu-

rity remediation cost, measured as remediation hours
required to fix bugs and vulnerabilities. That means a
need for improvement of the EasyData implementa-
tion. Yet the number of vulnerabilities (see Table 4) is
fewer for EasyData and HydraBundle, mainly because
they make a less intensive use of existing libraries and
components that might add security issues.

With respect to the size and complexity of each
solution (see Table 3), HydraBundle, EasyData and
Triplify have less complex implementations than other
frameworks. Tools like D2Rq and Datalift add an extra
complexity, because they make use of a lot of handful
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java libraries that have to be properly integrated and
managed in the source code. This criteria is less rele-
vant for EasyData, since the source code of the even-
tually extended LOD application is automatically gen-
erated, so the need to manage code complexity issues,
which have to do with the programmers’ difficulty for
code maintainance, is less relevant in this case.

5. Discussion

This paper deals with how LOD extensions can be
built for legacy web applications, while complying
with a number of non-functional quality features that
might be defined. The aim is not to define a new
technique for linking heterogeneous LD schemata and
LOD datasets, which could be made by means of exist-
ing techniques and tools, as explained elsewhere [37].
Instead, the goal is to describe a new approach to
disclose data and resources from legacy web applica-
tions in a controlled way, which takes into account the
server-side architecture of the application.

Some approaches, as the TAO method and tools
[36], have been used to migrate legacy applications
to semantic versions by deriving an ontology from
the documents (e.g. specifications, diagrams, software
manuals) that describe the application architecture.
The transition of such legacy systems to semantic
versions has missed a first-class element of software
architectures, namely the source code. Considering
source code is relevant to obtain semantic and LD ver-
sions of a legacy web application, especially because
of the great number of web apps that have been re-
currently designed and implemented on the basis of
the MVC software architecture. The hypothesis of the
present paper is that the reverse engineering of such
well-known application architectures can be an advan-
tage to provide reliable and maintainable LOD exten-
sions to legacy web applications and systems.

Regular wrapping strategies pose a challenge to the
design of web applications when non-functional re-
quirements, such as security and access control, have
to be changed or extended. These requirements are
part of the business logic of the application. The is-
sue is that web apps are not usually designed to im-
plement their business logic in the data storage (e.g. as
database stored procedures), but in intermediate con-
troller components instead. Since third party applica-
tions do not necessarily have shared access to the con-
troller components, providing extended LOD versions
at the data binding layer can pose a design-level im-

pediment. Therefore external browsers might have not
the appropriate authorization privileges to the linked
data emanating from the application data layer. Be-
sides, duplicating the controller logic in the extended
LOD version to implement changeable security access
privileges does not reuse the application source code.

The EasyData reengineering method combines the
Data LOD wrapping and API LOD extension in an
integrated approach, which exposes the application
data model and generates a LOD API, providing also
a hook to implement diverse non-functional require-
ments. In its current implementation, EasyData pro-
vides an unified security access control layer, simi-
lar to the available in other frameworks. Thus external
agents can be properly authorized to browsing LOD
and accessing the application resources and API.

A major concern of the EasyData white-box ap-
proach is that the described LOD extension strategy
is deeply integrated with the internal data model and
logic of the legacy web applications. This tight cou-
pling eliminates the separation of concerns in a sep-
arate LD layer and implies that changes to the inner
workings of the web app may affect the EasyData plu-
gin implementation. In practical terms, this can make
maintenance more difficult if the original web app
source code is not under the control of the LOD ex-
tension developer. For instance, in the Redmine exam-
ple it is not straightforward to migrate to new Redmine
versions without breaking the EasyData plugin. More
traditional black-box architectures, on the other hand,
would only require that the web app provides a stable
API, which is not always easy though. In this vein, the
Hydra approach improves the decoupling of the LD
consumer and the LD provider by providing a core vo-
cabulary that can be used to describe and document
generic Web APIs. The EasyData reverse engineering
approach should follow a similar approach to be more
general.

Compared to other solutions as Datalift, EasyData
does not provide an interlinking technique to map het-
erogeneous metadata from different web sources. In-
stead, it facilitates a new way to enrich a legacy web
app with links to external resources. These links can
be discovered by means of any interlinking tool. Easy-
Data does not replace interlinking tools, but makes
it easier to integrate their outputs in the reengineered
LOD application.
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6. Conclusion

Reverse engineering can facilitate third parties to ac-
cess Linked Open Data that emanate from legacy ap-
plications. The LOD extension approach presented in
this paper makes it more flexible to implement non-
functional requirements, such as secure access control,
which are relevant for web applications engineering.
The procedure is feasible as long as the application ar-
chitecture is based on the MVC pattern and its source
code is available. The LOD extension approach can be
practiced at diverse layers of the architectural compo-
nents of the application. It enables enriching the web
views with RDFa and microdata, to reveal the applica-
tion data binding model, to provide enriched web ser-
vice descriptions and to have access to custom ReST-
based API implementations on the controller layer.

The LOD model of a legacy web app can be dis-
closed, aligned with standard vocabularies and then ex-
posed. Simple internal configurations make it possi-
ble to solve model alignment issues for legacy applica-
tions. An extension to the API can be also configured
to publish the internal application API as LD, as part of
an automated and flexible reengineering process. This
process is not based on additional middleware compo-
nents that work as wrappers or adaptors, since it may
reduce the reliability and maintainability, and increase
the complexity, of the overall software architecture.

On the con side, the coupling of generated LOD ex-
tensions and the reengineered web app source code
may affect the plugin implementation, which could
make maintenance more difficult when the original
web app source code changes. To overcome this issue,
coupling would be improved by extending the Easy-
Data tags with R2RML-like annotations, such as RML
[7], to describe the mappings between heterogeneous
data sources in a source-agnostic, more extensible lan-
guage.

Configuring the application with external mod-
els and schemata beyond the legacy application data
model is highly recommendable to interlink heteroge-
neous entities in the Web of data. As a future work, the
EasyData implementation is planned to be augmented
to connect the generated LOD extensions with existing
tools that facilitate the LD interlinking process [30].
Another line of work is to extend the implementation
of the EasyData approach to facilitate developing non-
functional privacy restrictions for privacy-preserving
data publishing [12], which is particularly interesting
when dealing with distributed data mashups.

Appendix

A. Public evaluation data

The SonarQube analysis on all the tools and frame-
works of this paper are publicly available in sonar-
cloud.io7. The analysis were executed with SonarQube
scanner8. To extract the relevant metrics for this paper,
the sonarcloud.io Web API9 was used. A JSON output
is obtained by means of simple scripts like that of fig-
ure 6. Then the JSON output is converted to CSV10 to
do the analysis on a regular spreadsheet.

HASH='...'
URL='https://sonarqube.com/api/measures/component?

componentKey'
COMP=$1
METRICS='cognitive_complexity,functions,sqale_index

,vulnerabilities,duplicated_lines,bugs,
reliability_remediation_effort,
class_complexity,complexity,statements,ncloc,
duplicated_blocks,security_remediation_effort,
function_complexity,code_smells'

while read COMPKEY; do
curl −s −u $HASH: $URL=${COMPKEY}\&pageSize=−1\&

metricKeys=$METRICS |
jq '.component | { id, key, qualifier, path,

measure: .measures[] }'
done < $COMP.txt

Figure 6. Script to query the sonarcloud.io Web API to obtain rele-
vant SonarQube metrics

The enumeration of all the software modules and
packages that are included in the analysis for the more
complex LD frameworks (i.e. Stanbol and Datalift) is
listed below. As for the more simple tools (i.e. Triplify,
HydraBundle and EasyData), all modules are included
in the analysis. In the D2Rq case, all modules were
included except src/de/fuberlin/wiwiss/d2rq/server.

A.1. Stanbol modules

apache -stanbol -data
org.apache.stanbol.commons.owl
org.apache.stanbol.commons.security.core
org.apache.stanbol.commons.security.usermanagement
org.apache.stanbol.commons.web.base
org.apache.stanbol.commons.web.base.jersey
org.apache.stanbol.commons.web.home
org.apache.stanbol.commons.web.rdfviewable.writer
org.apache.stanbol.commons.web.resources
org.apache.stanbol.commons.web.viewable
org.apache.stanbol.commons.web.viewable.writer

7https://sonarcloud.io/organizations/dodero-github/projects
8https://docs.sonarqube.org/display/SCAN/Analyzing+Source+Code
9https://sonarcloud.io/web_api/
10https://konklone.io/json/
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A.2. Datalift modules

allegrograph -connector/src/java/org/datalift/allegrograph
core/src/java/org/datalift/core
core/src/java/org/datalift/core/i18n/jersey
core/src/java/org/datalift/core/i18n/web
core/src/java/org/datalift/core/rdf
core/src/java/org/datalift/core/security
core/src/java/org/datalift/core/security/shiro
core/src/java/org/datalift/core/util
core/src/java/org/datalift/core/util/web
data2ontology/src/java/org/datalift/owl
data2ontology/src/java/org/datalift/owl/mapper
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/semantic/rdf/

model/tools
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/semantic/rdf/

rdb2rdf/commons
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/semantic/rdf/

rdb2rdf/dm/core
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/semantic/rdf/

rdb2rdf/main
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/semantic/xmls/xsd
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/sql/model/core
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/sql/model/db
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/sql/model/tools
database -directmapper/src/java/net/antidot/sql/model/type
database -directmapper/src/java/org/datalift/converter/

dbdirectmapper
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/rdf
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/rdf/json
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/rdf/rio/rdfxml
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/security
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/util
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/util/io
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/util/web
framework/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/view
framework/tests/src/java/org/datalift/fwk/util
s4ac/src/java/org/datalift/s4ac
s4ac/src/java/org/datalift/s4ac/services
s4ac/src/java/org/datalift/s4ac/utils
stringtouri/src/java/org/datalift/stringtouri
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